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1. Angelina George
Rainbow Serpent Dreaming 2004
Acrylic on linen, 121 x 96cm
CDU Art Collection
Acquired by purchase, 2005 – CDU1272

2. Sambo (Djambu) Burra Burra
Untitled 2004
Acrylic on canvas, 127 x 90cm
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC10882

3. Maureen Thompson
Black Snake Dreaming 2000
Linocut on Magnani Pescia paper
WP edn 10
Printer: Richard Grigg
30.6 x 46.2cm [image]; 56 x 76cm [paper]
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Workshop, 2000 – NTU888

4. Maureen Thompson
Two skirts (Early Days) 2000
Linocut on Magnani Pescia paper
WP edn 10
Printer: Dallas Gold
30 x 40cm [image]; 56 x 76cm [paper]
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Workshop, 2000 – NTU696

5. Sambo (Djambu) Burra Burra
Ceremony for Bones 2001
Screenprint on Arches paper
WP edn 20
100 x 67cm [image]; 120 x 80cm [paper]
Collaborator: Basil Hall
Printer: Simon White
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – NTU973

6. Amy Johnson
Untitled 2004
Acrylic on canvas, 85 x 128cm
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC10453

7. Jason Tyson
Cars 2000
Linocut on Magnani Pescia paper
WP edn 10
15 x 15cm [image]; 56 x 38cm [paper]
Printer: Richard Grigg
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Workshop, 2000 – NTU883

8. Alan Joshua Jnr
Design – Circle 2000
Linocut on Magnani Pescia paper
WP edn 10
15 x 15cm [image]; 56 x 38cm [paper]
Printer: Richard Grigg
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Workshop, 2000 – NTU890
9. **Amy Johnson**  
*Sunrise* Billabong 2002  
Screenprint on Magnani Pescia paper  
WP edn 20  
51.5 x 65cm [image]; 56 x 76cm [paper]  
Collaborator/Printer: Simon White  
CDU Art Collection  
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – NTU906*

10. **Amy Johnson**  
*Billabong* 2002  
Screenprint on Magnani Pescia paper  
WP edn 20  
51.5 x 65cm [image]; 56 x 76cm [paper]  
Collaborator/Printer: Simon White  
CDU Art Collection  
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – CDU2422*

11. **Amy Johnson**  
*Two Buffalo* 2002  
Screenprint on Magnani Pescia paper  
WP edn 40  
51.5 x 65cm [image]; 56 x 76cm [paper]  
Collaborator/Printer: Simon White  
CDU Art Collection  
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – NTU1004*

12. **Sambo (Djambu) Burra Burra**  
*Devil Devil* 2001  
Screenprint on Arches paper  
WP edn 50  
102 x 68cm [image]; 120 x 80cm [paper]  
Collaborator/Printer: Simon White  
CDU Art Collection  
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – NTU697*

13. **Alan Joshua Jnr**  
*Dancing Mimi* 2002  
Screenprint on Arches BFK paper  
WP edn 40  
44 x 30cm [image]; 56 x 38cm [paper]  
Collaborator/Printer: Simon White  
CDU Art Collection  
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – NTU1002*

14. **Sambo (Djambu) Burra Burra**  
*Kangaroo Dreaming* 2005  
Acrylic on canvas, 124 x 86cm  
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC10467

15. **Sambo (Djambu) Burra Burra**  
*Untitled* 2004  
Acrylic on canvas, 101 x 111cm  
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00850

16. **Karen Rogers**  
*Untitled (Flower)* 2012  
Pastels on Cartridge paper  
13 x 14cm [image, irreg.]; 29.7 x 42cm [paper]  
CDU Art Collection  
*Acquired by purchase from “Botanical BIITE” Batchelor Institute Student Exhibition, 2012 – CDU2310*

17. **Karen Rogers**  
*Untitled (Flower)* 2012  
Pastels on Cartridge paper  
29 x 22cm [image, irreg.]; 42 x 29.7cm [paper]  
CDU Art Collection  
*Acquired by purchase from “Botanical BIITE” Batchelor Institute Student Exhibition, 2012 – CDU2309*

18. **Alan Joshua Jnr**  
*Kangaroo Spirit Creation Story from Ngukurr* 2011  
Drypoint, aquatint & screenprint on Kozo Shi paper, WP edn 5  
19.5 x 19.5cm [image]; 41.5 x 30cm [paper]  
Collaborators: Jacqueline Gribbin & Sean Smith  
Printer: Karlissa Kennedy  
CDU Art Collection  
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Studio, 2013 – CDU2373*

19. **Karen Rogers**  
*Untitled (Three Flowers)* 2012  
Pastels on Magnani/Stonehenge paper  
14 x 24cm [image, irreg.]; 27.7 x 40.2cm [paper]  
CDU Art Collection  
*Acquired by purchase from “Botanical BIITE” Batchelor Institute Student Exhibition, 2012 – CDU2312*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Dimensions (height x width) [image &amp; paper]</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Karen Rogers</td>
<td>Untitled (Leaves) 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pastels on Cartridge paper</td>
<td>15 x 15.5cm [image, irreg.]; 29.7 x 42cm [paper]</td>
<td>CDU Art Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acquired by purchase from “Botanical BIITE” Batchelor Institute Student Exhibition, 2012 – CDU2311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Dinah Garadji</td>
<td>Fish 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylic on Arches Velin paper</td>
<td>73.5 x 104cm [image, irreg.]</td>
<td>On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Willie Gudabi</td>
<td>Gabal Ritual 1997</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylic on canvas, 193 x 130cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC06493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Gertie Huddleston</td>
<td>Untitled 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylic on Arches Velin paper</td>
<td>73.5 x 104cm [image, irreg.]</td>
<td>On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Gertie Huddleston</td>
<td>Garden of Eden 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylic on Arches Velin paper</td>
<td>73.5 x 104cm [image, irreg.]</td>
<td>On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Moima Willie</td>
<td>Love Stories 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic polymer paint on canvas</td>
<td>190 x 92cm</td>
<td>CDU Art Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acquired by purchase, 1995 – NTU303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Sambo (Djambu) Burra Burra</td>
<td>Untitled (Garndalpurru – Kangaroos) 1997</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylic on canvas, 155 x 132 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>CDU Art Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gifted through the CDU Foundation by Mr G. &amp; Mrs M. Backman pursuant to the Commonwealth Government Cultural Gifts Program, 1997 – NTU341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Sambo (Djambu) Burra Burra</td>
<td>Songs of the land river 1993</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylic on canvas, 167.5 x 121cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC06491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Nora Benny Toogoodja</td>
<td>My Country 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylic on Arches Velin paper</td>
<td>139 x 97cm [image, irreg.]; 149 x 107cm [paper]</td>
<td>On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Amy Nugget</td>
<td>Untitled 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylic on Arches Velin paper</td>
<td>56 x 76cm [image &amp; paper]</td>
<td>On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Spider Snell</td>
<td>Untitled 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylic on Arches Velin paper</td>
<td>107 x 150cm [image &amp; paper]</td>
<td>On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
35. Amy Nugget, Mayapu Elsie Thomas, Nora Benny Toogoodja, Ivy Nixon, Dolly Snell & Spider Snell
 Untitled 1994
 Acrylic on canvas, 132 x 391cm
 On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00941

36. Ivy Nixon
 Untitled 1994
 Acrylic on Arches Velin paper
 107 x 143.5cm [image & paper]
 On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00930

37. Ivy Nixon
 Untitled 1993
 Acrylic on Arches Velin paper
 110 x 149cm [image & paper]
 On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00833

38. Gypsy Yata
 Untitled 1993
 Acrylic on Arches Velin paper
 105 x 152cm [image & paper]
 On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00827

39. Nada Rawlins
 Yimirlli 1993
 Acrylic on Arches Velin paper
 100 x 151.5cm [image & paper]
 On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00843

40. Regina Pilawuk Wilson
 Untitled c.2005
 Acrylic on linen, 127.5 x 121cm
 On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC10493

41. Theresa Lemon
 Untitled c.2005
 Acrylic on linen, 120.5 x 127.5cm
 On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC10491

42. Aaron McTaggart
 Untitled (Yellow Lotus Flowers & Dragonflies) 2002

Etching, WP edn 20
30 x 24.5cm [image]
Printer: Jo Diggens
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – CDU1927

43. Christine Yambeing
 Billabong 2003
 Etching with chine collé, WP edn 30
29 x 29.5cm [image]
Printer: Jo Diggens
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Workshop, 2003 – NTU795

44. Grace Kumbie
 Lily Pods 2012
 Drypoint, spitbite & screenprint on Kozo Shi paper, WP edn 5
19.5 x 19.5cm [image]; 41.5 x 30cm [paper]
Collaborators: Jacqueline Gribbin & Karlissa Kennedy
Printers: Karlissa Kennedy & Glynis Lee
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Studio, 2013 – CDU2383

45. Patricia Marrfurra McTaggart
 Cycads 2001
 Etching on Hahnemuhle paper
WP edn 50
25 x 20.5 cm image]
Printer: Basil Hall
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Workshop, 2001 – NTU593

46. Mercia Wawul
 Trees 2000
 Etching with chine collé on Hahnemuhle & Iwaki paper, WP edn 50
20 x 20cm [image]
Printer: Jo Diggens
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions
Printmaking Workshop, 2001 – NTU626

47. Molly Yawalminy
 Untitled (Bush tucker) 2002
 Etching with chine collé, WP edn 20
19.5 x 10cm [image]; 39.5 x 36cm [paper]
48. Mercia Wawul
*Bushtucker-Mindimindi (lotus pods)* 2002
Coloured etching with chine collé
WP edn 50
18.5 x 20cm [image]; 40 x 36cm [paper]
Printer: Monique Auricchio
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – CDU1929*

49. Lourissa Miller
*Mimuy (Long Yams)* 2002
Etching with chine collé, WP edn 20
20 x 10.3cm [image]; 39.8 x 35.6cm [paper]
Printer: Merran Sierakowski
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – NTU1022*

50. Cheryl Zervas
*Untitled* 2000
Etching with chine collé on Hahnemuhle paper, WP edn 40
19.8 x 20cm [image]; 39 x 36.5 cm [paper]
Printer: Jo Diggens
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – CDU2146*

51. Christine Yambeing
*Dragonflies* 2000
Etching & chine collé, WP edn 50
19.8 x 20cm [image]
Collaborator: Leon Stainer
Printer: Jo Diggens & Leon Stainer
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2001 – NTU8627*

52. Artist Unknown
*Untitled [pair of painted boomerangs]*
Date unknown
Acrylic paint on wood
Left: 79 x 5.5cm [irreg.]; Right: 80 x 6cm [irreg.]
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC03329

53. Regina Pilawuk Wilson
*Untitled c.2005*
Acrylic on linen, 94.5 x 94cm
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC10492

54. Regina Pilawuk Wilson
*Dilly Bag* 2012
Drypoint & screenprint on Kozo Shi paper, WP edn 5
19.5 x 19.5cm [image]; 41.5 x 30cm [paper]
Collaborator: Jacqueline Gribbin
Printer: Jacqueline Gribbin & Glynis Lee
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Studio, 2013 – CDU2391*

55. Mary Kanngi
*Dried Leaves* 1998
Acrylic on canvas, 100 x 99cm
CDU Art Collection
*Acquired by purchase through the CDU Foundation, 2010 – CDU1864*

56. Veronica Marrar
*Egrets and woollybut flowers* 1994
Acrylic on canvas, 137 x 137cm
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00885

57. Margaret Gilbert
*The Mermaids* 1987
Acrylic on canvas board
20 x 25cm [image]
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00906

58. Artist Unknown
*Untitled [pair of painted boomerangs]*
Date unknown
Acrylic paint on wood
Left: 79 x 5.5cm [irreg.]; Right: 80 x 6cm [irreg.]
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC03329
60. Lily Nungarrayi Hargraves
*Women’s Dreaming* 1994
Acrylic on canvas, 77 x 67cm
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00886*

61. Lily Nungarrayi Hargraves
*Untitled* 1994
Acrylic on canvas, 76 x 67cm
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00810*

62. Marilyn Nakamarra
*Yowakey (Black berry)* 2011
Drypoint, spitbite & screenprint on Kozo Shi paper, WP edn 5
19.5 x 19.5cm [image]; 41.5 x 30cm [paper]
Collaborators: Jacqueline Gribbin & Sean Smith
Printer: Karlissa Kennedy
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Studio, 2013 – CDU2382*

63. Angela Nangala Parlinjirri Kelly
*Bush Potato - Purda* 2011
Drypoint, spitbite & screenprint on Kozo Shi paper, WP edn 5
19.5 x 19.5cm [image]; 41.5 x 30cm [paper]
Collaborators: Jacqueline Gribbin & Sean Smith
Printer: Karlissa Kennedy
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Studio, 2013 – CDU2369*

64. Peter Jangala Jigili
*Yankiri (Emu) at Pirlinyarnhu* 2011
Drypoint, aquatint & screenprint on Kozo Shi paper, WP edn 5
19.5 x 19.5cm [image]; 41.5 x 30cm [paper]
Collaborators: Jacqueline Gribbin & Sean Smith
Printer: Karlissa Kennedy
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Studio, 2013 – CDU2394*

65. Abie Jangala
*Ngapa – Water dreaming* 1994
Acrylic on canvas, 60.5 x 48cm
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00695*

66. Abie Jangala
*Untitled* 1996
Lithograph on Magnani Pescia paper
WP edn 20
50.5 x 30.5cm [image]; 76 x 56cm [paper]
Collaborator: Leon Stainer
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – CDU2421*

67. Abie Jangala
*Untitled* 1996
Lithograph on Magnani Pescia paper
WP edn 20
50.5 x 30.5cm [image]; 70 x 50cm [paper]
Collaborator: Leon Stainer
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – NTU605*

68. Lily Nungarrayi Hargraves
*Untitled* 1996
Lithograph on Arches BFK paper
WP edn 20
27.4 x 26.6cm [image, irreg.]; 50.2 x 35.2cm [paper]
Collaborator: Basil Hall
Printer: Leon Stainer
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Workshop, 2002 – NTU607*

69. Lily Nungarrayi Hargraves
*Wawultja – Snake Dreaming* 1994
Acrylic on board, 52.5 x 42cm
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00748*

70. Beryl Nakamarra Barnes
*Untitled* 1998
Acrylic on paper
46 x 33cm [image, irreg.]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00746*

71. Lily Nungarrayi Hargraves
*Untitled* 1998
Acrylic on paper
55.5 x 35cm [image, irreg.]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00862*

72. Rosie Napurrula Tasman
*Untitled* 1998
Acrylic on paper
49 x 34cm [image, irreg.]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00806*

73. Beryl Nakamarra Barnes
*Untitled* 1998
Multicolour screenprint on paper
Edn 2/10, 28 x 20cm [image, irreg.]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00794*

74. Liddy Nakamarra Nelson
*Untitled* 1998
Multicolour screenprint on paper
Edn 6/10, 30 x 22cm [image, irreg.]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00832*

75. Rosie Napurrula Tasman
*Untitled* 1998
Multicolour screenprint on paper
Edn 6/10, 29 x 21cm [image, irreg.]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00800*

76. Biddy Walker
*Bush Potato Dreaming* 1990
Acrylic on canvas, 117.5 x 63cm
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00932*

77. Maryapu Elsie Thomas
*Mother’s Country on the Canning Stock Route* 1994
Acrylic on Arches Velin paper
75 x 105cm [paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00900*

78. Rosie Napurrula Tasman
*Untitled* 2001
Acrylic on canvas, 125.5 x 152cm
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC03377*

79. Mary Kanngi
*Untitled* 1997
Mixed media on paper
39 x 27cm [image & paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC01923*

80. Mary Kanngi
*Untitled* 1997
Mixed media on paper
39 x 27cm [image & paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00936*

81. Mary Kanngi
*Untitled* 1997
Mixed media on paper
39 x 27cm [image & paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC01924*

82. Mary Kanngi
*Untitled* 1997
Mixed media on paper
4 works, each 39 x 27cm [image & paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00933*

83. Mary Kanngi
*Untitled* 1997
Mixed media on paper
4 works, each 39 x 27cm [image & paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00934*

84. Mary Kanngi
*Untitled* 1997
Mixed media on paper
4 works, each 39 x 27cm [image & paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00938*

85. Mary Kanngi
*Untitled* 1997
Mixed media on paper
39 x 27cm [image & paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00938*

86. Mary Kanngi
*Untitled* 1997
Mixed media on paper
39 x 27cm [image & paper]
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC01922

87. Mary Kanngi
*Untitled* 1997
Mixed media on paper
39 x 27cm [image & paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC01925

88. Mayapu Elsie Thomas
*Untitled* 1994
Acrylic on Arches Velin paper
100 x 140cm [image, irreg.]; 107 x 147cm [paper]
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00842

89. Tommy Ngarralja May
*Maparn Men* 2012
Drypoint & screenprint on Kozo Shi paper, WP edn 5
19.5 x 19.5cm [image]; 41.5 x 30cm [paper]
Collaborator: Jacqueline Gribbin
Printers: Jacqueline Gribbin & Glynis Lee
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Studio, 2013 – CDU2396

90. Tommy Ngarralja May
*Untitled (Two styles of headdress)* 2008
Etching on cotton rag paper, edn 13/15
64.5 x 44cm [image]; 76 x 57cm [paper]
CDU Art Collection
*Acquired by purchase through the CDU Foundation, 2013 – CDU2417

91. Jimmy Nerrima
*Untitled* n.d.
Acrylic on canvas, 101 x 76.5cm
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00753

92. Stewart Hoosan
*Untitled* 2005
Acrylic on canvas, 84 x 122.5cm
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC10458

93. Thelma Dixon
*Olden Time Policeman* 2007
Screenprint, edn 17/20
14 x 20cm [image, irreg.]; 39.5 x 56.5cm [paper]
Collaborator/Printer: Colin Holt
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by purchase, 2007 – CDU1476

94. Violet Hammer
*Cowboy from the Gulf* 2012
Screenprint, edn 8/20
18.5 x 17cm [image, irreg.]; 28.5 x 38cm [paper]
Collaborator/Printer: Colin Holt
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by Professor Andrew Reeves, Chairman of the CDU Cultural Collections Advisory Board, 2012 – CDU2331

95. Stewart Hoosan
*Country and Hills* 2007
Acrylic on canvas, 55.5 x 81cm
*On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC10892

96. Reggie Hoosan
*Borroloola Rodeo* 2008
Screenprint, edn 10/10
34 x 30cm [image, irreg.]; 38.5 x 57cm [paper]
Collaborator/Printer: Colin Holt
CDU Art Collection
*Acquired by purchase through the CDU Foundation, 2008 – CDU1533

97. Amy Friday
*Dugong* 2011
Drypoint & screenprint on Kozo Shi paper, WP edn 5
19.5 x 19.5cm [image]; 41.5 x 30cm [paper]
Collaborators: Jacqueline Gribbin & Sean Smith
Printer: Glynis Lee
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Studio, 2013 – CDU2374

98. Violet Hammer
*Waniga – Fishing net* 2012
Screenprint, edn 8/20
12.5 x 25cm [image; irreg.]; 28.5 x 38cm [paper]
Collaborator/Printer: Colin Holt
CDU Art Collection
*Gifted by Professor Andrew Reeves,
Chairman of the CDU Cultural Collections Advisory Board, 2012 – CDU2330

99. Stewart Hoosan
"Shoot Out" Tattersall's Hotel, Borroloola 1939 2008
Screenprint, edition unknown
14.5 x 29.8cm [image, irreg.]; 28 x 38cm [paper]
Collaborator/Printer: Colin Holt
CDU Art Collection
Acquired by purchase through the CDU Foundation, 2008 – CDU1530

100. Stewart Hoosan
Jack Johnston, Gunfighter, Borroloola, 1939 2008
Screenprint, edn 4/10
18 x 28cm [image, irreg.]; 38.5 x 56 cm [paper]
Collaborator/Printer: Colin Holt
CDU Art Collection
Acquired by purchase through the CDU Foundation, 2008 – CDU1531

101. Stewart Hoosan
Mad Tommy Ryan, Borroloola 1920s 2008
Screenprint, edn 1/10
19 x 29cm [image, irreg.]; 38 x 56cm [paper]
Collaborator/Printer: Colin Holt
CDU Art Collection
Acquired by purchase through the CDU Foundation, 2008 – CDU1532

102. Thelma Dixon
Nanny Goat 2011
Drypoint, spitbite & screenprint on Kozo Shi paper, WP edn 5
19.5 x 19.5cm [image]; 41.5 x 30cm [paper]
Collaborators: Jacqueline Gribbin & Sean Smith
Printer: Glynis Lee
CDU Art Collection
Gifted by the artist & Northern Editions Printmaking Studio, 2013 – CDU2372

103. Thelma Dixon
One from Borroloola 2007
Screenprint, edn 8/9
18 x 23.5cm [image, irreg.]; 38 x 57cm [paper]
Collaborator/Printer: Colin Holt
CDU Art Collection
Acquired by purchase through the CDU Foundation, 2007 – CDU1478

104. Stewart Hoosan
Jilinnmundu – near Robinson River
Jump-Up 2003
Acrylic on canvas, 122.5 x 135cm
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC10456

105. Myra Roy
Aeroplane Dancer 2007
Screenprint, edn 9/12
29.5 x 17cm [image, irreg.]; 56 x 37.5 cm [paper]
Collaborator/Printer: Colin Holt
CDU Art Collection
Acquired by purchase through the CDU Foundation, 2007 – CDU1477

106. Dinah Garadji
Untitled 1990
Acrylic on canvas, 178 x 126cm
On loan from Batchelor Institute Art Collection – BCAC00804